CIGAR MENU

COHIBA
Cohiba Siglo II 				
£32.50
A predominantly earthy smoke, that eventually develops delicious notes of almond
paste and a sweet finish.
Cohiba Robusto 				
£46.00
Complex flavours of oak wood, slivered almonds and vanilla build in intensity and
come together quite cohesively. A balanced, flavourful cigar.
ROMEO Y JULIETA
Romeo Y Julieta Short Churchill 		
£29.50
An easy drawing, medium flavour, light strength cigar that is sweet in taste from
the first to the last puff.
Romeo Y Julieta Wide Churchill 		
£37.00
Packed full of smooth, subtle, medium flavoured aromas which are the trademark of
the Romeo y Julieta brand.
HOYO DE MONTERREY
Hoyo de Monterrey Petit Robusto		
£24.00
This short cigar is salty and nutty with intermittent notes of orange peel, grass and
dry wood.
Hoyo de Monterrey Epicure No.2		
£31.50
Floral and nutty, this well-made cigar also shows notes of leather and toasted
almond before a sweet, honeyed finish. Elegant and balanced.
Hoyo le Hoyo de San Juan		
Primary notes of almonds and wood take on some earthy, mineral qualities
before a sweet, fruity finish.
JUAN LOPEZ
Juan Lopez Seleccion Superba UK Regional Edition
This wonderful cigar has full, rich flavours of earth, cedar and wood with a
spicy kick throughout.

£39.50

£46.00

MONTECRISTO
Montecristo Petit Edmundo
£26.50
A timeless classic from Montecristo, this cigar delivers a burst of crackling spices and
garden herbs and is a true after supper companion. Medium to full flavour mellowed
by the heavy ring gauge.
Montecristo No.2		
£36.00
This is a rich and flavourful cigar and it burns very well. A bomb of rich spices
including cinnamon and a pleasant sweetness emerges throughout the cigar.

Montecristo 80th Aniversario 2015
£80.00
Made to commemorate the 80th anniversary of the Montecristo brand, these 20
Habanos have been produced handmade long filler method. Its vitola and unique
full-bodied blend have been created for those who enjoy intense and rich flavours.
PARTAGAS
Partagas Series D No.4
£29.50
A great introduction to fuller flavoured cigars and the Robusto of choice for the
majority of aficionados. Leathery toward the binder and wrapper, with a base cof
more earth than cedar notes, The signature spice notes become stronger throughout.
Partagas Series P No.2
£37.00
This punchy torpedo brings the classic Partagas flavours in abundance. Lots of cedar
to begin, followed by the earthy, spicy, leathery smoke you’d expect from the brand.
BOLIVAR
Bolivar Belicosos		
£31.00
The strongest of the Bolivar cigars boasts a smooth, rich, aromatic profile, with
the subtle spiciness you would expect from a full bodied powerful cigar.
H. UPMANN
H. Upmann Magnum 46
£30.00
Very complex and creamy, a really good daytime smoke as it is not too strong but
has lovely subtle woody flavours. A true pleasure to smoke.
POR LARRANAGA
Por Larranaga Petit Coronas
£19.50
One of the best and most appreciated Cuban Marevas of the Cuban size. Medium
taste, good aroma.
TRINIDAD
Trinidad Vigia
£35.00
The earthy tones throughout keep this smoke well balanced from start to finish.
Truffle notes start this cigar off, which slowly develops into a nutty finish.
Trinidad Reyes
£21.00
Great quick smoke full of character. Expresses flavours of cocoa, vanilla, nutmeg
and cinnamon.

All prices are inclusive of VAT. A discretionairy service charge of 12.5%
will be added to your bill.
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